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About This Game

Engage your friends and family or compete against AI foes in frantic couch combat battles. Don’t forget to pick-up your bullet
after firing your gun if you want to win!

Features:
* Enjoy the playful style with 7 Games Modes: Play hot potato with a bomb or capture the flag with canons. Will you dodge the

rain of invincible chickens?
* Spice things up with 6 stackable gameplay modifiers: want to tryout jetpacks and then turn everyone invisible? Go for it!

* Now with bots. You are so good that nobody wants to play with you? Let see if you are good enough to defeat these maniacal
bots!

* Select a character from 63 wacky costumes!
* Bring peace back to the galaxy by defeating the Dreadful Judge’s endless hordes of minions!
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Fun, addictive game! Best played with friends, however, don't expect to still be friends with them at the end of it!!. Nah... looks
fun, but doesn't seem to have a whole lot of thought put into the design. Buirsting at the seams with "modes" and stages, but all
of the modes basically play the same, and the stages don't provide any meaningful tactical gameplay, just new backdrops.

Could be more, but it would have to try a lot harder. For a simple party arena brawler game like this that is more interesting
(despite being less feature rich) I'd recommend Super Slime Arena before this.. As Advertised, the competition can get intense,
and friendships can be tested\u2026

Definitely in the rotation for those Multiplayer nights, filled with Defeat!

The speed and ease of Movement feeling excellent, and the choice of Game Modes with varying silliness and skill requirement,
plus a soul crushing Horde Mode, keep a smile on my face

Can you handle being in the Guilt Battle Arena?

*much cuteness too. Well made and likely to be quite fun with some friends.
The single player leaves a little to be desired.
Price tag is a bit high...maybe even more than a bit.
I recommend it, but you should wait for a sale.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Bk8hkFu85Ug. la dernier mise a jour es ultra cool. Very fun couch combat game. Hours of fun guaranteed! I
am playing with my brothers and we are having an awesome time competing against each other. The co-op mode is challenging
too. It took some time to get all those damn stars!
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